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Introduction
How we work is changing at 
an unprecedented pace due 
to the historic disruption 
caused by COVID-19. 
Brandon Hall Group research 
shows that three-quarters 
of organizations were totally 
unprepared for the rapid 
transition to large-scale 
remote work. 

The initial impact of the 
pandemic, unsurprisingly, 
was plummeting 
productivity. Over the first 
few weeks, more than 70% 
of organizations said their 
productivity decreased. 
However, as employers 
adapted over the first couple 
of months of the pandemic, 
it improved significantly. 
Still, at the end of 2020, 
42% of organizations said 
productivity decreased, 
about twice the percentage 
that said it increased.

Source: 2020 Brandon Hall Group Source: 2020 Brandon Hall Group

Impact of COVID-19 on 
How Organizations Work

“Not at all” prepared for remote 
work or did not have a plan for 

remote work at this scale. 

The way we work has been 
permanently changed by

the pandemic

Productivity 
increased

Productivity 
stayed the 
same

Productivity 
decreasedPlanning to increase

investment in technology
in the next 12 months

Impact of Pandemic 
Disruption on Productivity
(Overall)

75%

51%

45%

22%

36%

42%

WHAT IS 
PRODUCTIVITY?

Productivity is the 
degree to which 
outcomes are efficiently 
achieved through 
maximizing inputs.

WHAT ENABLES 
PRODUCTIVITY?

Productivity is at its 
best when people are 
empowered, processes 
are optimized, and 
technology is maximized. 
These are the key input 
categories that drive 
successful outcomes.
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The reasons for the productivity loss 
were varied. Six out of 10 organizations 
said distractions at home ranging from 
not having the tools to work remotely, 
to children needing homeschooling or 
childcare caused a productivity dip. 
More than half also cited the stress 
and anxiety employees experienced on 
multiple levels. 

Interviews with more than 50 
organizations show that burnout is 
an emerging barrier to productivity. 
This goes beyond the “Zoom fatigue” 
that many of us are experiencing. 
Companies report declining attention 
spans among employees, more 
mistakes in work product, missed 
deadlines and, in a few cases, turnover. 

Burnout and other barriers to 
productivity must be measured so they 
can be conquered because remote 
work, though it may decrease as the 
pandemic recedes, is not going away.
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Before the pandemic, 
Brandon Hall Group research 
showed that only 15% of 
organizations had more 
than half of their employees 
working remotely. Now, as 
the pandemic continues, 75% 
of organizations report that 
at least half their employees 
are working remotely — 

Organizations with at Least Half of Employees Working Remotely

Source: Brandon Hall Group, New Realities of COVID-19 Study, 
July-September 2020

But the complexity of the 
new work environment goes 
beyond the number of people 
working remotely. During 
the pandemic, employees 
either worked at home 
or on-site. Post-COVID, 
some employees may work 
completely remotely. Others 
may trade weeks or days, or 
work from home and come to 
the workplace only for team 
meetings. Managing work will 
be more complex. There are 
many different options for 
working now that everyone 
has had experience with 
remote work.

All these variables will 
continue to have an impact 
on productivity. Organizations 
will remain in flux for quite 
some time. They will be 
challenged to be productive 
while fostering the wellbeing 
and engagement of their 
workforce. Therefore, it’s 
important to understand 
productivity and strategies for 
measuring and improving it.

a 500% increase. And 
organizations project that 
even after the pandemic 
subsides, the percentage of 
organizations with at least 
half their employees 
working remotely will be 
two-and-a-half to three 
times greater than it was 
before the pandemic. 

Before Pandemic

Projected After Pandemic

During Pandemic

15%

75%

38%
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Understanding Productivity
In its simplest form, productivity is a ratio of outputs to inputs. Let’s look at outputs and inputs 
individually. Outputs are unique to a line of business or type of work team. For example:

Source: ActivTrak

Source: ActivTrak

But across different types of business, productivity inputs (also known as productivity enablers) tend to 
be similar:

Manufacturing:
Cars off an
 assembly line

People: Focus, Effort, 
Alignment, Capacity, 
Collaboration

Process: Automation, 
Efficiency, Execution, 
Innovation

Technology: Value, 
Security, Adoption, 
License Control

Pharma:
Patents and
  Intellectual property

Software:
Updates in Cloud
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Historically, the measurement of productivity 
enablers was left to tools such as engagement 
surveys, town hall feedback mechanisms and 
focus groups. While these provide insight into 
how employees are feeling about people, 
process, and technology, they are rife with 
potential inaccuracies, such as being: 

• Based on a single moment in time

• Captured on an infrequent basis

• Dependent on the insights of an experienced 
manager who can accurately identify process 
bottlenecks or technology shortcomings. 
This is someone who likely has been at the 

organization for some time or, at minimum, 
familiar with team members before drawing 
accurate conclusions

To measure productivity inputs accurately and 
frequently, the metrics need to change. Across 
people, processes and technology, a new set 
of indicators emerged that gives us insight 
into productivity enablers we typically cannot 
see. Take a look at the traditional ways to 
measure productivity against more progressive 
and accurate ways. While these progressive 
measurements provide unbiased insights, they 
can be very hard to access at scale.

Productivity  Indicators & Measurements

Surveys & Engagement Scores
Town Hall Feedback
Manager/Employee 1x1s

Deadline completion
Quality control
Roadmap adherence

Technology feedback
Surveys

1. Frequency & 
Moment in time

2. Self-reporting
3. “Hunch”-based
4. Manager dependent

1. Difficult to capture at scale
2. Multiple variables
3. Digital work is hard to see

Access 
Issues

Accuracy 
Issues

Focus scores
Burnout risk
Break frequency

Bottleneck points
Automation opportunities
Granular completion times

Tool usage
Training  to Adoption ratio
Use Case realization

Productivity Enabler 
Indicators Types

Historical Progressive

PEOPLE

PROCESS

TECHNOLOGY

Source: ActivTrak
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Common Barriers to Productivity
Looking at productivity from 
a strategic level, Brandon Hall 
Group’s research identified 
three significant barriers.

The first is leadership. 
Leaders, from the CEO 
and C-Suite to frontline 
supervisors, set the tone for 
the organization. How leaders 
deal with situations, such 
as the pandemic and even 
relatively benign day-to-day 
stressors, has a significant 
impact on how employees 
react and adapt. 

Another barrier is employee 
engagement, which we define 

Average Rating for Characteristics of Organizational Leaders 5-point Scale

as the end result of all the 
experiences employees have 
each and every day. The level 
of engagement, which in most 
organizations is moderate or 
low even in less disruptive 
situations, can negatively 
impact productivity.

And the third common 
barrier is the inability of most 
organizations to regularly 
measure and analyze 
productivity enablers. You 
can’t improve what you 
don’t understand and many 
organizations do not collect 
data that can help them 
design strategies to improve 

productivity. Let’s take a 
closer look at the barriers.

BARRIER #1    
LEADERSHIP
Leadership has traditionally 
received low ratings in our 
research, as the graphic 
below illustrates. The highest 
rating, for leaders’ ability to 
build strong relationships 
with team members, is 3.41 
out of 5. On a 100-point 
scale, that equates to 68, 
or a D+.

Building strong 
relationships with 
immediate reports

3.41

3.11

3.01

3.34

3.10

3.00

3.28

3.08

2.69

3.20

3.02

Emotional 
intelligence

Taking time 
to listen

Driving a 
high-performance 
environment

Empowering 
employees

Evaluating/rating 
employee performance

Recognizing 
meaningful 
contributions

Communicating 
clear expectations to 
employees

Spending time 
coaching employees

Fostering employee 
collaboration

Building 
employee trust

Source: 2020 Brandon Hall Group Employee Engagement Study
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When leaders don’t take the time to listen 
to their employees, spend time with them or 
evaluate them in ways employees think are 
inaccurate or unfair, it has a negative impact 
on employees. If it is an isolated experience, 
an employee can rebound, but if negative 
leadership behaviors are the norm, it impacts 
how employees feel about themselves, their 
managers and the organization. That can impact 
their work on many levels, including productivity.

This is why developing strong leaders is 
so important; they have a huge impact on 
employees, their level of engagement and 
their productivity.

BARRIER #2    
ENGAGEMENT
Our research shows that there are six main 
drivers of employee engagement. Engagement 
depends on employees:

Being well – physically, emotionally and 
financially

A sense of belonging built on many 
experiences. These include the hiring 
process, onboarding, having supportive 
managers, the right tools to do their job, 
an affinity to organizational leaders and 
the freedom to be their true selves and 
express their opinions and ideas without 
fear of scorn or reprisal.

Feeling valued, which is different 
than belonging. It means they have 
performance goals and receive feedback 
and coaching from their managers 
and peers. That they are compensated 
fairly and equitably and recognized for 
meaningful contributions. That they 
believe their opinions and ideas are heard 

and that they matter. To be engaged — 
and productive — employees must feel 
their contributions matter. Otherwise, 
why should they have to continually 
evolve and adapt?

Having development opportunities. For 
employees to be productive, they must 
continue to evolve in their roles, and to 
do that there must be continuous access 
to learning. This means live and digital 
learning, plus coaching and mentoring, 
learning from their peers through a 
variety of networks, being part of team 
projects and initiatives, and having time 
to practice new skills.

Having career advancement 
opportunities. This does not necessarily 
mean moving up the management 
ladder, which obviously not everyone 
can do. It’s being able to grow within 
one’s current position, changing course 
in their careers, or transferring to 
another location. There should be 
many paths an individual can take to 
grow in their careers.

Being aligned with the mission and 
goals of the organization. Employees, 
especially younger generations, want to 
feel there is more to their employment 
than a paycheck. They want to know 
what the organization stands for, what 
their values are, and many want to 
actively participate in demonstrating 
those values within the organization and 
in the community. 

All these things working together drive 
employee engagement, which in turn can 
either drive — or impede — productivity.
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This begs the question: 

What are the 
best indicators of 
increased engagement?

BARRIER #3    
MEASUREMENT AND 
DATA ANALYTICS
We asked that question in our research and 
one of the top answers (below), is increased 
productivity. When you think about it, 
productivity and the top indicator — decreased 
turnover of longer-tenured employees — are 
natural byproducts of engagement. If you are 
aligned with the organization, believe that 
you are valued and have a career path with 
opportunities to learn and grow, you are going 
to stay, focus on your job and contribute to the 
organization to prove your value, advance your 
career and more.

However, many organizations have trouble 
measuring these indicators of productivity. 
Productivity is dead last in what is measured 
around engagement (below). Only 8% of 
organizations measure it. Why? Measuring 
productivity, while not difficult, does take 
some skill in data analysis, with which most 
organizations struggle.

Decreased attrition of experienced 
employees    

Increased productivity

Increased customer satisfaction scores

Increase in performance ratings in key 
job roles   

Engagement scores

Employee sentiment

Participation in ERGs

Project team inclusion

Productivity

83%

80%

74%

71%

37%

36%

34%

9%

8%

Highest Rated Indicators 
of Increased Engagement

Measuring Engagement

Source: 2020 Brandon Hall Group 
Employee Engagement Study

Source: 2020 Brandon Hall Group 
Employee Engagement Study
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Most organizations are not sophisticated in 
their approach to people data analytics. It’s not 
because they don’t believe it’s important — 
improving data analytics is among the top areas 
of needed improvement cited in many of our 
research studies.

Within the HR team, if not the entire 
organization, there are not enough people with 
strong analytics skills. And even when there 
are enough skilled data analysts, almost 40% 
of organizations say their technology is not 
advanced enough to support analytics. 

Amazing as it may sound in this high-tech era, 
almost one-quarter of organizations analyze 
data manually; hand-collecting data from a 
variety of sources. More than half use semi-
manual processes: a combination of hand 
collection and pulling information from several 
different systems. Only 21% are fully automated, 
where a push of a proverbial button delivers 
relevant data through fully integrated systems.

The other issues that sometimes inhibit people 
data analysis are concerns about data security, 
employee privacy and involuntary discrimination, 
where leveraging data could impact hiring, 
promotion or another part of the employee 
experience. But these concerns can be easily 
assuaged through transparency; describing the 
parameters of the use of employee data and how 
it is being leveraged to employees.

In the end, the goal is to improve employee 
experiences, build an engaged workforce and 
develop inclusive leaders who work together to 
make organizations productive and better serve 
all stakeholders. Measurement and data analysis 
are critical for success, so let’s examine some 
practical solutions for boosting productivity.

Top Obstacles to Being an Analytically 
Driven Organization

How is Data Collected and Analyzed?

Source: 2020 Brandon Hall Group 
Employee Engagement Study

Source: Brandon Hall Group People Data Analytics Study

Lack of analytical skills 
in our workforce

Our technology 
is not advanced 
enough to support it

Lack of 
budget/funding

40%

21%

55%
24%

39%

38%

Semi-manual 
Combination of 
hand collection and 
pulling information 
from systems 

Manual
Hand-collect data from a variety of sources

Automated 
“Push a button” data 
collection through 
fully integrated set 
of systems
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Tactics for Measuring Productivity
The importance of measurement is 
straightforward:

• Measurement allows businesses to identify, 
quantify and understand the magnitude of 
productivity obstacles that exist.

• Understanding the size and magnitude 
of obstacles allows leaders to prioritize 
which obstacles need to be addressed 
immediately, over time and in the long term.

Surveys & Engagement Scores
Town Hall Feedback
Manager/Employee 1x1s

Deadline completion
Quality control
Roadmap adherence

Technology feedback
Surveys

1. Frequency & 
Moment in time

2. Self-reporting
3. “Hunch”-based
4. Manager dependent

1. Difficult to capture at scale
2. Multiple variables
3. Digital work is hard to see

Access 
Issues

Accuracy 
Issues

Focus scores
Burnout risk
Break frequency

Bottleneck points
Automation opportunities
Granular completion times

Tool usage
Training  to Adoption ratio
Use Case realization

• Actions and responses can be disruptive 
and costly, which makes it very important            
to have immediate and ongoing feedback   
on whether they are achieving their 
intended impact

• Measuring productivity also provides 
valuable insight into employee     
engagement, with the goal of addressing 
productivity blockers.

Types of Productivity Indicators

Productivity Enabler 
Indicators Types

Historical Progressive

PEOPLE

PROCESS

TECHNOLOGY

Source: ActivTrak
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It’s important to focus on productivity data that is as unbiased or least perception-based as possible. 
Understanding actual productivity behaviors provides insight into what needs to be improved. A full 
landscape of as many indicators as possible is important because indicators often impact each other.

Productivity Indicators Are Interdependent

PEOPLE PROCESSTECHNOLOGY

Focus scores
Burnout risk
Break frequency

Tool usage
Training  to Adoption ratio
Use Case realization

A fatigued workforce can lead to unfollowed standard processes which reduces output

A lack of focus can lead to slowly completed processes which reduces output

High technology adoption can expedite process times which increases output

Automating steps in a process can lessen the workload and decrease fatigue which 
increases output

Indicators impact one another. Together, they lead to the reduction or increase of productivity.

Bottleneck points
Automation opportunities
Granular completion times

Source: ActivTrak

Using tools to measure productivity indicators becomes necessary if:

We agree that we are seeking 
unbiased, non-perception-based 
insights into how our organization 
is behaving.

We recognize that non-disruptive 
tools are the most accessible and 
perhaps the only way to do this. 
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How ActivTrak Addresses the 
Productivity Measurement Challenge 
ActivTrak is a cloud-native SaaS application that 
collects and categorizes user activity data to 
provide visibility, analytics and context into how 
employees are spending their time so you can 
assess productivity, focus, burnout and other 
key measures of engagement and risk across 
the workforce.

ActivTrak is a tool that managers can use with 
employees to share productivity data and 
collaborate on ways to resolve productivity 
blockers to improve organizational performance 
and employee satisfaction.

With ActivTrak, organizations can:

• Visualize productivity across teams

• Assess team focus, engagement and  
burnout risk

• Understand what applications and websites 
are used most in different roles

• Improve productivity through collaboration 
and transparency

Example: Burnout 
In the visual below, you can see how the 
ActivTrak tool provides insight into who is a 
burnout risk. High burnout, characterized by 
employees working more than 7.5 hours a day 
and additional hours during the weekend, can 
lead to decreased engagement, fatigue, errors 
or at worst, turnover.

While some employees may never draw 
attention to the hours they’re working 
because they enjoy their work or don’t want to 
acknowledge that they may be struggling with 
something inside or outside of work, the tool 
shows us where support may be critical.

Analytics to Identify Barriers: Burnout Insights

Burnout Risk Users Dashboard

Users with High Burnout Risk

Burnout Risk Users Dashboard

A
vg

 A
ct

iv
e 

H
ou

rs
/D

ay

Days With After Hours Activity/Week

Javier Jai Fernando

Identify valuable insights in your organization related to work  
activity habits as well as potential signs of burn-out Activity Date

Reporting Group Filter

Red - High Risk 
(High Activity/No Boundaries)

Yellow - Low Risk (High 
Activity/Within Boundaries/
Normal Activity/Without 
Boundaries)

Green - No Risk (Normal 
Activity/Within Boundaries)

Last 4 weeks

(Multiple values)

(All)

2.0

7.5

Day Type Filter

Suggested Days with After...

Suggested Active Hours Limit

High Activity/No Boundaries

10.0

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

0.0
0.0 2.01.0 3.0 4.00.5 2.51.5 3.5 4.5

Days Working Off Hours
Off Hours: 13.3

Days Working Off Hours
Off Hours: 35.6

Days Working Off Hours
Off Hours: 5.1

Burnout Risk 
Classifications

RED
YELLOW
GREEN

Suggested Active Limit: 7.5hr

Kayla Suzanne Zach

Fernando Jai

Javier

Suggested Limit: 2.0 days/week

Source: ActivTrak
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Example: Collaboration vs. Distraction 
Below, in an entirely different example, the collaboration tools enable the workforce to share information 
and reach decisions quickly without always requiring meetings. However, at times, collaboration tools 
could also contribute to distractions. In the illustration, you can see that over the course of two months, 
there is an uptick in the use of messaging activity. While this isn’t necessarily an indication of a problem, 
managers may need to ask their team how they’re feeling: Focused? Distracted? Require support?

Practical Strategies for Boosting Productivity 
Organizations may feel they lack the analytical skills, tools or funding to be more data-driven. However, it’s 
important to debunk the myth that these analytics are highly complex or impossible to capture. Using a 
productivity tool to enable leadership decisions can:

• Reduce the dependency on organization-wide analytics skills

• Lead to unlocking productivity that justifies the tool in the first place

• Inform the correct actions and responses to take to rapidly improve

Collaboration

Recent increase in chat & messaging activity

Collaboration Weekly Trend

D
ur

at
io

n 
as

 %
 o

f T
ot

al
 W

ee
k

16.4%17.2%16.7%

13.8%

16.1% 16.1%

18%

15.2%

Understand usage trends of messaging, email and communication/meeting applications and sites. Select the 
activity categories that apply to your organization in the Category dropdown of the right hand pane. Drill into 
the specific details by team by selecting a week or category in the area chart. 

Activity Date

Reporting Group

Last 10 weeks

(All)

Weekday

Chat & Messaging

Chat & Messaging

Day Type

Category

Category

August 2,
2020

August 16,
2020

August 30,
2020

August 9,
2020

August 23,
2020

September 6,
2020

September 
20, 2020

September 
13, 2020

September 
27, 2020

October 4,
2020

Analytics to Identify Barriers: Collaboration vs. Distractions

Source: ActivTrak

10.9%

15.0%

10.0%

5.0%

0.0%

14.5%
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Continuing the burnout 
example, the productivity 
tool can help you recognize 
that some top performers 
are at risk of burnout. That 
enables you to discuss the 
situation with the team and 
explore solutions, including 
perhaps taking more breaks 
over the course of the next 
month. The productivity tool 
then allows you to evaluate 
the impact of having 
employees taking more 
breaks from work.

The approach for 
improvement through the 
productivity tool includes:

• Leverage data to quickly 
identify opportunities to 
unlock potential

• Brainstorm solutions 
among leadership, with 
the input of employees

• Decide on investments 
that make the most sense 
for your organization to 
improve productivity

• Evaluate their impact and 
adjust as necessary

In this process, it is important 
to understand that:

• Actions and responses 
vary in cost

• Solutions should 
be specific to your 
organization

• Cost, time and impact are 
critical variables when 
evaluating actions to take

Before choosing which 
actions make the most 
sense for your organization, 
mapping your solutions on 
a matrix, as shown below, 
is important. You will want 

Cost

Impact

High InvestmentWaste of Money

Quick WinsWaste of Time

Choosing Actions that Work Best for Your Business

Source: ActivTrak

Fatigue

Burnout

Faster processes

Role alignment

Technology 
maximization

New technology

Gym benefits
Increase training

Break time

Modify work schedules

In some cases, actions can serve multiple productivity barriers. These should be 
given prioritization, particularly when categorized as “quick-wins”

Reduce meetings

Role permissions

to refer to your business 
strategy before making a 
final decision:

• How quickly do you   
need your productivity   
to improve?

• What funds exist to 
dedicate toward the 
solution?

• Is turnover currently 
affecting your 
organization?

In some cases, actions can 
serve multiple productivity 
barriers. These should 
be given prioritization, 
especially when categorized 
as “quick-wins.”
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To recap the strategies for improving 
productivity:

Improving productivity will always require 
actions and responses.

Actions and responses vary in their cost 
and impact; it is most helpful to choose 
combinations that address multiple 
productivity barriers.

Key Takeaways

COVID-19 has a major impact on workforce productivity and organizations struggle 
with what to do next. Leadership, employee engagement and lack of measurement 
can be significant barriers to productivity.

Productivity is rated as one of the top indicators of employee engagement, but few 
organizations have a reliable way to measure it.

Productivity is enabled by people, process and technology.

Businesses can unlock productivity potential by focusing on their productivity inputs.

Actions and measurement are important so productivity can improve.

Workforce analytics tools play a key role in identifying productivity obstacles, 
measuring the magnitude of their pervasiveness and above all, ensuring that actions 
taken to improve productivity are effective.

Employees should be engaged in the process 
of assessing productivity blockers and 
evaluating solutions.

While actions may lead to immediate 
change, sustainable improvement requires 
goal setting and ongoing measurement.

Change management is key to driving 
successful productivity improvement across 
productivity enablers.
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About ActivTrak
ActivTrak is a workforce productivity and analytics software company that helps teams understand how 
people work, whether in office or remote.  Their cloud-based user activity monitoring platform collects 
and analyzes contextual data and insights that enable mid-market and enterprises to be more productive, 
and operationally compliant.

Learn More:

Explore ActivTrak

Create a Free Account 

View a Demo 

Have Questions for Us?
ProductivityLab@ActivTrak.com

https://activtrak.com/product/?utm_medium=Mktg_Asset&utm_source=BHG_eBook
https://app.activtrak.com/?utm_medium=MKT-asset&utm_source=BHG_eBook/#/signup
https://activtrak.com/demo-experience/?utm_medium=Mktg_Asset&utm_source=BHG_eBook
mailto:ProductivityLab%40ActivTrak.com?subject=
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About Brandon Hall Group

© 2020 Brandon Hall Group. Not Licensed for Distribution.

With more than 10,000 clients globally and 25 years of delivering world-class research and advisory 
services, Brandon Hall Group is focused on developing research that drives performance in emerging and 
large organizations, and provides strategic insights for executives and practitioners responsible for growth 
and business results.

Some ways we can help …

ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
recognizes world-class HCM programs that transform their organization and 
achieve breakthrough results. This designation is the next step beyond the HCM 
Excellence Awards, which focus on a single program, 
and looks at the department as a whole.

SMARTCHOICE® PREFERRED PROVIDER PROGRAM
uniquely places HCM service and technology companies at the top of 
organizations’ consideration list of vendors. It adds an unmatched level of 
credibility based on BHG’s quarter of a century’s experience in evaluating and 
selecting the best solution providers for leading organizations around the world.

HCMA PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 
are comprehensive educational programs that center around a multiphase 
knowledge test.

MEMBERSHIP PACKAGEMEMBERSHIP PACKAGE

EXCELLENCE AWARDSEXCELLENCE AWARDS

ADVISORY OFFERINGSADVISORY OFFERINGS

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTPROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Includes research library access, events, advisory 
support, a client success plan and more.

Global recognition showcasing leading programs and 
practices with a library of case studies.

Custom Research Projects, including surveys and focus 
groups interviews. Organization Needs Assessment for 
Transformation, Technology Selection and Strategy.

Virtual and on-site certification programs, workshops 
and webinars supplemented with research-driven 
assessments and tools.

About Brandon Hall Group


